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1. Introduction. Let <P(Rn) be the algebra of polynomials in n

variables with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets

of a function/and its derivative/'. A classical theorem of Bernstein

says that the closure of G>(R") is the algebra Q1(Rn) of all real-valued

functions of class C1. In other words, for every fEG1(Rn) there is a

sequence {pn} of polynomials such that pn—*/ uniformly on bounded

sets and /„' —»/' uniformly on bounded sets. In this paper we define

the algebra (P(X) of polynomials in a Banach space X and determine

its closure for a restricted class of reflexive Banach spaces (Theorem

8). Thus, Theorem 8 answers a question raised by the author in [2].

In what follows, weak convergence in X will be denoted by xn—^x

and strong convergence by xB—>x. Henceforth we will assume all

Banach spaces to be separable.

2. Polynomials in Banach spaces. Let A" be a Banach space and

let X* be its dual. If u = (ux, • • • , u„)E(X*)n and a = (ax, • ■ • , ctn)

is a sequence of positive integers, we define W to be the real valued

function ua(x) = (ux(x))al ■ ■ ■ (wB(x))a" and |a| —ax+ ■ ■ ■ +an. A

polynomial inX is a function p: X—*R of the form p= 2Zuiam o,a u"

where aa is a real number.

Let X, Y be Banach spaces. An operator T: X—>F is weakly con-

tinuous if T is continuous from the weak topology in X to the norm

topology in Y.

Theorem 1. Let X be a Banach space and let p be a polynomial. Then

(i) p is weakly continuous.

(ii)  The derivative p': X—+X* is weakly continuous.

(iii) p'(X) is finite dimensional.

Proof, (i) follows from the definition of p. In order to prove (ii)

and (iii) we simply calculatep'(x). If p(x) =u(x)v(x), where u, vEX*,

then p'(x) =u(x)v+v(x)u, and ifp(x) = (u(x))k then p'(x) =k(u(x))k~1u.

Now, by induction, one can show if p = ua = u"1 ■ ■ ■ m„" then p'(x)

is of the form XX1 A.(x)m< where A, is a weakly continuous real valued

function. In this case p' satisfies (ii) and (iii). The general case follows

from the previous ones.
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Theorem 2. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and f: X—>Y continuous.

Let P: X—> Y be linear and bounded and such that P(X) is finite dimen-

sional. Then

(i) / o P is weakly continuous.

(ii)  (foP)'=P*of'oP.

Proof, (i) Let x„—^x (x„ converges weakly to x). Then Pxn-^-Px

since P is linear. Furthermore, £x„—>£x since P(X) is finite dimen-

sional, so/P(x„) —>/P(x) since/is continuous.

(ii) A trivial calculation.

Theorem 3. Let X be a reflexive Banach space. Then f: X—>R is

weakly continuous on bounded sets if and only there is a sequence {pn}

of polynomials such pn—*f uniformly on bounded sets.

Proof. Every set of the form {x| ||x|| ^M} is weakly compact, so

/ is weakly continuous if pn—>f uniformly on bounded sets. Let us

prove the second part. The theorem of Stone-Weierstrass can be used

to show that for every continuous function / on bounded sets and

every integer n there is a polynomial p„ such that |/(x) —pn(x) \ < 1/m

for all x such that ||x|| ^n. The sequence {pn} converges to / uni-

formly on bounded sets. This concludes the proof.

Remark. Weakly continuous on bounded sets means: the restric-

tion of/ to any bounded subset of X is relatively weakly continuous.

If a function is weakly continuous, then it is weakly continuous on

bounded sets. The converse is not true. Let X =H be a Hilbert space,

let elt e2, ■ ■ ■ , e„, ■ ■ ■  be a basis of H and let

n-i     (2n) I

If this function were weakly continuous at the origin of H then it

would be bounded on some subspace M of finite codimension in H.

For xEM fixed,
-    (en(x)Y

n=i     (2w)!

is an entire function of order 1/2 in z. Such a function cannot be

bounded for all real z unless it is a constant, in this case zero. Hence

M = {o} which is a contradiction. I am grateful to the referee for

pointing out this nice example and for other constructive comments.

We say that a Banach space X has property (B) if there is a se-

quence £„: X—>X of bounded linear operators such that
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(i) Pn(X) is finite dimensional for each n.

(ii) Pl = Pn.
(iii) P„(x)—*x for every xEX.

(iv) Pn*(u)—*u for every mGA"*.

Every Banach space with a biorthogonal basis has property (B).

In particular, every Hilbert space has property (B). The theorem

below has been proved by Vainberg in [l] for reflexive Banach spaces

with a biorthogonal basis. Our proof is similar to his.

Theorem 4. Let X be a reflexive Banach space with property (B).

Let T: X^>X* be a continuous operator. Then T is weakly continuous

on bounded sets if and only ifTo Pn—>T uniformly on bounded sets.

Proof. By the uniform boundness principle there is a constant M

such that 11 P„| | ̂  M and 11 P„*| | £ M for all n. Let us show that if xB^x
then PBxB^x. Now, (PBxB,w) = (x„, Pn*u) = (xn, u) + (xn, Pn*u — u).

Since P*u-+u, and {x„} is bounded, it follows that (P„xB, u)—>0 for

every uEX*.

Let us assume that T is weakly continuous on bounded sets and

suppose that T o PB does not converge to T uniformly on bounded

sets. Then, for some e>0 and for every integer k there exist an integer

nk and a point xk such that ||xt|| S M for some M> 0 and || TPnkxk — Txi]\

= e, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Since X is reflexive, there is a subsequence (still

denoted by {xk}) such that xj^xo for some xo. This would imply that

Pnkxk—*x0 and TPnkxk^Txo- Thus, we have reached a contradiction.

Let us assume that T o Pn—*T uniformly on bounded sets. Since

PoPBis weakly continuous by Theorem 2 and |x| ||x|| ^ M} is weakly

compact for every M>0, it follows that T is weakly continuous on

bounded sets.

3. Uniformly differentiable functions. Let X and Y be Banach

spaces and let/: X—»Fbe of class C1. We say that/ is uniformly differ-

entiable in a subset A EX if for every « > 0 there is some 6 > 0 such that

\\f(a+h)-f(a)-(f'(a),h)\\ £ C||A||

whenever ||a|| ^5 for all aEA.

Theorem 5. Let X be a reflexive Banach space with property (B).

Let f: X—>R be weakly continuous and uniformly differentiable on

bounded sets. Let T=f':X—*X*. Then PB* o P—>P uniformly on
bounded sets.

Proof. Let /: A"—>X be the identity operator and let h = (I—Pn) (z).
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Let 0(x, h) =f(x + h) -f(x) - (T(x), h). Since (Tx, h) = ((I-P*)Tx, h)
we get,

| ((/ - P*)Tx, h)\   g \f(x + h) -f(x) |   + | 0(x, h) |

(1) ^ \f(x + h) -f(Pn(x + h))\

+ \f(Pn(x + h) -f(x) I   + I 0(x, h) | .

Let £>0 be given and let M>0. Since/ is uniformly differentiate on

bounded sets there is some 5>0 such that

(2) |0(*,A)|   < («/3)||A||        if ||*|| <8

for all x such that ||x|| g M. Now, by the uniform boundness principle

there is some N such that ||j—P„|| ^N ior all n. Since/ is weakly

continuous, there is some n0 (see Theorem 4) such that

| f(x + h)- f(Pn(x + h)) |   < e8/3N
(3) . . 11 ^ Wo

| f(x) - f(Pnx) |   < *8/3N

for all x such that ||x|| ^N and all h such that \\h\\ <8. Let y£X such

that ||y|| =1 and let h=(8/N)(I-Pn)y. then ||«|| =5 and

| ((/ - P*)Tx, y)\   = | ((/ - P*)Tx, (I - Pn)y) \

= (M/8)\((I-P*)Tx,h)\;

from (1), (2), (3) and (4) we get

||(7- Pn*)7x|| <e        « = no

for all x such that ||x|| ^M. This concludes the proof.

Theorem 6. Let X be a reflexive Banach. Assume f: X—>R is weakly

continuous and uniformly differentiable on bounded sets. Then f

= T: X—>X* is weakly continuous.

Proof. We have to show that x„^x implies 7x„—->Px. Since {xnj

is bounded, we can assume that everything takes place in some

bounded set B= {x| ||x|| ^M}. Let e>0. By uniform differentiability

we can make

(1) ||0(«, *)|| < 4-^|*||

if ||«|| g5<l for some 8 and all x££>. Since/ is weakly uniformly

continuous in 2B, there is a weak neighborhood V(0) such that,

(2) |/60-/(z)|   <4"15e

for all y, z£2£ such that y-zE V(0). Now,
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(Txn, h) = f(xn + h) — f(xn) — 0(xn, h)

{Tx, h) = f(x + h) -f(x) - 0(x, h)

and

| (Txn -Tx,h)\   = I f(xn + h)-f(x + h)\+ I f(xn) -f(x) I

(3) ii,,
+ | 0(xn, h) |   + | 0(x, h) | .

Let no be such that x„ —xo£F if w^«o. From (1), (2) and (3) we

obtain

| (Txn — Tx, h)\   < e8

if w = «0 and \\h\\ =5. This shows that | (Txn — Tx, h)\ <« if re = w0 and

||«|| =1. Therefore, ||Px„ — 7x[| <e if n^n0. This concludes the proof.

Theorem 7. Let X be a reflexive Banach with property (B). Let

f: X—>R be weakly continuous and uniformly differentiable on bounded

sets. Then P„*TPn—>T uniformly on bounded sets.

Proof. We have for any x£X

||Tx - P„*rP„(x)|| ^ ||Tx - P„*Zx|| + \\P*Tx - P*TPnx\\.

The first term in the right-hand side converges to zero uniformly on

bounded sets (Theorem 5). The second term is lesser or equal than

||P„*||||Px— PP„x|| which converges to zero uniformly on bounded

sets by Theorems 6 and 4 and the fact that ||Pn|| ^M for some con-

stant M and all n. This concludes the proof.

4. The main theorem.

Theorem 8. Let X be a reflexive Banach space with property (B). Let

&(X) be the algebra of polynomials in X with the topology of uniform

convergence on bounded sets of a function and its derivative. Then the

closure of (X) is the algebra of weakly continuous functions on bounded

sets which are uniformly differ entiable on bounded sets.

Proof. Let / be weakly continuous and uniformly differentiable

on bounded sets, and let/„ =/ o P„. Then/„' — Pn* of o Pn (Theorem

2), fn—*f uniformly on bounded sets (Theorem 4) and /»—>/' uni-

formly on bounded sets (Theorem 7). Therefore, we can assume that

that/ = goP where P is a projection into some finite-dimensional

subspace and g is uniformly differentiable on bounded sets. Let

P(X) =H and let h be the restriction of g to H, that is, h(x) —g(x) for

all xEH. Since H is finite dimensional there is a sequence {<?„} of
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polynomials in H such that qn—>h, qn' —*h' uniformly on bounded sets

(this follows from a classical theorem of Bernstein). Let pn = qno P.

Then,

| /(*) - pn(x) I   =  I gP(x) - qnP(x) | -> 0

uniformly on bounded sets. Now, let m£Z such that ||w|| = 1. Then,

I (/'(*) - pi (*), «> I   = I (g'Fx - qi Px, Pu) |

=  | (h'P(x) -qiPx,Pu)\

g||p|| ||A'P(x)-?n'P(x)||.

Therefore, ||/',(x)-PB'(x)||^||P|| ||&'P(x)-gB'P(x)||->0 uniformly on

bounded sets. This concludes the proof.
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